Tuuci Classic Aluminum

- Marine Satin Anodized Finish
- Triton Polymer Finial

Tuuci Ocean Master MAX Dual Cantilever Premium Parasol

- Patented Independent Bracket Hub System
- Telescoping Mast With “Easy” Crank Lift

Tuuci Ocean Master MAX Single Cantilever Premium Parasol

- Navy
- Slate Blue
- Taupe

Stocked umbrellas are delivered in 1–2 weeks, and special order umbrellas are delivered in 4–5 weeks in most US metropolitan areas. See our website for pricing.

Unlimited Furniture Delivery at a low flat rate based on delivery area. See a store associate or our website for details.

Stocked umbrellas are delivered in 1–2 weeks, and special order umbrellas are delivered in 4–5 weeks in most US metropolitan areas. See our website for pricing, delivery to Canada and additional views. Catalog and Web only.
FEATURES
Engineered with the finest marine-grade materials and designed to tolerate high winds, our premium Ocean Master MAX cantilever umbrellas are built to the standards of a luxury racing yacht. An effortless telescoping 4-to-1 crank lift system, stainless steel hardware and aluminum ribs ensure a lifetime of durability and shade ease. Pair with a Sunbrella® marine-grade vented canopy in any of 7 colors. For residential or commercial use.

- Umbrella available with square or rectangular canopy
- Ocean Master MAX canopy available in 7 colors in Sunbrella® marine-grade Canvas fabric; Classic Single Cantilever canopy available in 7 colors in Sunbrella® Canvas fabric
- Durable, fade-resistant Sunbrella fabric is impervious to sun, wind and salt water
- Sunbrella fabrics provide up to 98% UV protection and have been awarded the Seal of Recommendation by the Skin Cancer Foundation
- Ocean Master MAX Cantilever umbrellas open and close smoothly with a superior 4:1 tandem crank system. Classic Cantilever umbrellas open with a manual lift system with piston assist

- Ocean Master MAX Cantilever canopy secures to frame with zippered sleeves
- Ocean Master MAX Cantilever umbrella frames have a polished titanium or aluma-teak finish. Classic Cantilever umbrella frames have a satin anodized finish
- Stands are made of galvanized steel with a silver finish
- Cantilever umbrellas require a cantilever stand; a regular stand will not support the umbrella’s weight. Connecting pole dimensions vary, so it’s required to use the correct stand for your chosen umbrella
- Vented canopies provide added wind resistance and optimal wind circulation
- Frames are constructed with marine-grade aluminum and stainless steel hardware
- Made in the USA